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OVERVIEW

In this presentation...

￫ What is Glitch?
￫ What can it do?
￫ How do I use it?
￫ Live (maybe) Demo!
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It’s a website where you can 
build apps & websites!

￫ Previously Fog Creek 
(Trello and Stack Overflow)

￫ Built with community focus

￫ For both developers and 
non-developers alike

￫ Easy to use

￫ Outstanding for learning
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What is Glitch?



What can it do?
From useful tools that solve 
problems at work, to 
cutting-edge VR 
experiences, smart bots, 
and apps that help advance 
important causes.

Features at a glance

￫ Build apps in your browser
￫ Live coding and collaboration
￫ GitHub integration
￫ Terminal access
￫ Live community support
￫ Private and public app access
￫ Easily remix (copy) apps
￫ Easily embed apps
￫ App secrets (.env)
￫ Host apps on your domain*

* Requires being a good community 
   member by helping others
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Build apps in 
your browser
Live code editing and 
collaboration.

As you write code your 
app constantly rebuilds 
and deploys itself.
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GitHub 
integration
Import and export your 
Glitch apps to your 
GitHub account.
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Terminal & 
Logging
Access a terminal for 
running bash commands 
and view the logs 
generated at run time 
without leaving the editor.
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Give & receive 
live help
Ask for help about any 
line of code. Your help 
request appears on the 
homepage and others 
can hop in!
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Discover & 
Remix (copy) 
any public app
Built for learning and 
experimenting, you can 
remix any public app 
you find.
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App secrets 
(.env)
Each app can store 
secrets (such as API 
credentials) in its .env file. 
When apps are remixed 
the copy doesn’t contain 
your secrets!
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Host apps on 
own domain*
* Once you get credit for 
helping two people, you 
can use your own 
domains for hosting apps.



How does one 
use Glitch?
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It’s easy!

￫ Create an account
￫ Find a project to remix, or
￫ Create your own project
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What do I use 
it for?
Slack commands, Twitter 
bots, Twitch bots, 
teaching development, 
and random Magic the 
Gathering tomfoolery.
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What should 
you use it for?
Learning and 
experimenting with 
new technologies.

Hosting custom apps like 
slack commands or bots.



Use Glitch and love 
to learn the web 

again.
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Questions?

Up Next… Live (maybe) Demo!


